A Laivly Case Study

Driving Agent Performance
and Efficiency at a Global CPG Giant
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Here’s What We Did
We reviewed the brand’s email efficiency to determine a baseline, and then measured the results after implementing Laivly. We saw
the following improvements over a five-month period:
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Here’s How We Did It
Laivly empowers CPG agents to become product experts across hundreds of brands while resolving customer concerns and
escalations faster than ever before. We implemented our AI agent assist tool that utilizes Natural Language Processing, Digital
Automation, and Machine Learning (ML) to guide agents to the best response by quickly identifying all queries in an email and
providing relevant, pre-drafted answers that ensure adherence to brand policies while yielding the highest QA scores. In other
words, Laivly gives your agent the right content, for the right product, at the right time—every time.
We also used Digital Automation to remove the tedious task of manually filling out forms, automatically populating any field that
lives within the company’s tools or outside (CRM, OMS, Third Party Sites, Applications) with key details such as place of purchase,
SKU number, date code, and order history. As an agent works through an interaction, Laivly collects relevant case information
required to complete the forms, filling out what it knows and highlighting any field that it might require the agent to complete,
ensuring nothing is overlooked. This proved to be particularly beneficial for quickly compiling customer account information and
completing escalation forms, resulting in a significant boost to overall agent efficiency.
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